A protein-specifically adapted scoring function for the reranking of docking solutions.
In this work, we developed a protein-specifically adapted scoring function and applied it to the reranking of protein-protein docking solutions generated with a conventional docking program. The approach was validated using experimentally determined structures of the bacterial HPr-protein in complex with four structurally nonhomologous binding partners as an example. A sufficiently large data basis for the generation of protein-specifically adapted pair potentials was generated by modeling all orthologous complexes for each type of interaction resulting in a total of 224 complexes. The parameters for potential generation were systematically varied and resulted in a total of 66,132 different scoring functions that were tested for their ability of successful reranking of 1000 docking solutions generated from modeled structures of the unbound binding partners. Parameters that proved critical for the generation of good scoring functions were the distance cutoff used for the generation of the pair potential, and an additional cutoff that allows a proper weighting of conserved and nonconserved contacts in the interface. Compared to the original scoring function, application of this novel type of scoring functions resulted in a significant accumulation of acceptable docking solutions within the first 10 ranks. Depending on the type of complex investigated one to five acceptable complex geometries are found among the 10 highest-ranked solutions and for three of the four systems tested, an acceptable solution was placed on the first rank.